Pro Class 100™ Backroom
With the inclusion of complete back room support components, the Pro Class
100™ is easy to install. The Equipment Control Center of the Pro Class 100™
Backroom pulls everything together. It houses and integrates all of the support
and control equipment, plumbing and valves, chemical metering and utility
distribution into an orderly and user-friendly platform for the car wash
attendant. The need for separate hydraulic, electrical, chemical and pneumatic
system designs is eliminated, which helps reduce architect and contractor fees,
saving you time and money.

The Pro Class 100™ Backroom makes it easy to:
• Adjust chemicals, hydraulics and pneumatics at the touch of a button
• Keep controls dry in one accessible location
• Minimize chemical expense through efficient delivery of the soap to the
surface of the vehicle
• Use reclaim or fresh water based on local requirements
• Operate your wash and generate income faster

Pro Class 100™ Specs
REQUIREMENTS
Physical
Tunnel length required
Tunnel height
Tunnel width
Vehicle clearance height
Vehicle clearance width

minimum
66' (8' drip)
11'-6"
14'

recommended
100'
14'
16'

90"
108"

Local Service
and Support
Belanger’s comprehensive service and support
give you peace of mind with your purchase. We
stand behind our equipment with the most
responsive service available through our
nationwide Value Added Reseller (VAR)
network. Our VARs are factory trained and
certified installers and service technicians
whose response times can be measured in
hours, not days. These professionals are geared
to respond to the “real world” service needs of
our customers at any time.

Utility
Electrical
Air Compressor
Water:

250A @ 208V, 228A @ 230V, 134A @ 460V
10CFM @ 90PSI
Total - 88.6 GPM @ 40 PSI
Fresh - 26.6 GPM @ 40 PSI
Reclaim or Fresh - 62 GPM @ 40 PSI

For more information about Pro Class 100™
or any other Belanger product, please contact
our sales department:

1.866.4TUNNEL (1.866.488.6635)
www.belangerinc.com
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The Pro Class 100™ car wash
system

is

where

industry-

setting performance standards and
system flexibility meet. Utilizing
state-of-the-art technology, this
system features unprecedented
ease of use and life cycle

The pinnacle of the Belanger Wave Car
Wash System, the Pro Class 100™ is
designed specifically for professional
car wash operators who wish to offer
the very best system available in the
high-end soft cloth wash market. You’ll
accommodate more vehicles and run
faster with this top-of-the-line
wash system.
Packaged as a fully automatic,
comprehensive, attended-only washing
system, the Pro Class 100™ starts with
six powerful cleaning components in
an innovative conveyorized format.
The system’s modular design allows for
many different configurations to meet
all site requirements.

Constructed with only the highest
grade of materials, like aircraft-grade
aluminum, high-density plastics and
state-of-the-art electronics, Belanger
wash systems are built to last. Minimal
maintenance and near-zero downtime,
combined with the speed and power to
wash an incredible 70-140 vehicles per
hour, make the Pro Class 100™ one of

All Belanger components are built to withstand rigorous
use day in and day out.

the most profitable systems available
in the high-end vehicle wash market.
The Pro Class 100™ features an
operator programmable controller,
giving you the ability to control wash
packages seasonally and to adjust for
high or low volume days. In addition,
the system gives you the versatility

reliability. Customize the Pro

you need to add additional components
that customize wash services for
your market and generate additional
revenue.
The Pro Class 100™ provides a pleasant,
comfortable experience and consistent
high-quality cleaning that will keep
even the most demanding customers

Class 100™ with various add-on

coming back again and again. Bright
colors and soft lines offer an inviting
environment that attracts attention
and enhances the customer experience.

Founded in 1969, Belanger, Inc. has
long been respected as an innovator in
car wash manufacturing. Belanger led
the industry in pioneering the first
equipment designed specifically for a
soft cloth car wash and, more recently,
the development of our exclusive soft
cloth system, the Belanger Wave Car
Wash System. Along the way, we have
earned the reputation of being the
most
customer-focused,
premier
supplier of high-quality car wash
equipment in the industry.
With approximately 100 patents to our
name, our mission is to design,
manufacture, sell and service vehicle
wash systems that make our customers’
lives easier and their businesses more
profitable. We invest in research and
development initiatives every year.
When you buy Belanger products, you
buy the company behind the name, too.

components to optimize your
business and keep your
customers happy. This
premier wash system
puts you in a class
by yourself, delivering the
competitive edge you need to
be successful.

Our unique modular design gives you
maximum flexibility and control.

The Pro Class 100™
is engineered to
give a consistent,
high quality wash
every time.

Bright colors and soft lines offer an
inviting look and help optimize the
customer experience.

At Belanger we incorporate state-of-theart technology into every piece of
equipment we manufacture.

